
Changing a Battery without losing settings… 
 
Okay, so I didn’t want to sit around waiting for my battery to die, so I sourced one from 
Interstate (MTP-93 for those keeping score).  Initially they goofed up and didn’t give me 
a vent hose kit, so if you go aftermarket make sure you get one, at least if your battery is 
located someplace other than under the hood. 
 
So how do you save settings?  The safest and simplest way is with a 9V battery and this 
setup.   
 

 
 
I used some wire I had laying around, and as you can see by the gauge on the 9V 
connector, you don’t need anything significant.  Real low-wattage stuff here if you do it 
right.  I had the wire connectors, but the alligator clips and 9V connector set me back 
almost $3.50. 
 
 



Assemble the pieces this way: 
 

 
 

If you don’t really understand electricity, you may be better of using a black wire and red 
wire so it’s all color coordinated and you don’t get confused. 
 
Now the fun part begins. 
 
Be sure the trunk (boot if you’re across the pond) is closed and remains that way until 
you have the new battery installed and connected.   
 
Also, be sure the key is IN YOUR POCKET and remains there until the new battery is 
installed and connected. 
 
Open the hood (bonnet…) and close the front door. 
 



Open both rear doors and remove the rear seat bottom.  This picture shows the latch on 
the driver’s side, there is one just like it on the passenger side. 
 

 
 

Once you have the rear seat out, you can close the driver’s side rear door if you like.  Just 
be sure it remains closed after you turn off the dome light a few steps from now. 
 



Pull back the insulating mat and you’ll see the battery under the right rear passenger 
location (along with a large fuse block): 
 

 

Note the vent hose… 

And the hold-down clamp. 

 
That is a 13mm head on the single bolt through the hold-down clamp.  You can remove 
the bolt from the clamp at this point and extract it and the clamp and set them aside and 
out of the way. 
 
Remove the clear vent hose from the battery (it pulls off quite easily); it’s better if you 
just leave it through the hole in the floorpan. 



If you are replacing your battery with an aftermarket, be sure you have the adapter kit to 
connect your existing vent hose to the new battery.  Every aftermarket I’ve seen has the 
vent connection between the anodes in the middle top of the battery, as pictured here: 
 

 

By comparison, the OEM battery 
vent is located back here… 

Here is the vent tube location on every 
aftermarket MB battery I found. 

 
Now here’s where the 9V battery setup comes into play. 
 
Turn off your rear dome light (it will be on since at least one of the doors are open) to 
minimize all current drain.   
 
Proceed to the front of the vehicle, where the hood should be up and waiting for you. 
 
Lift the cover on the jump-start connection (usually marked by the little red + on the top 
of it, it’s mid-point near the fender on the driver’s side of my W210) and attach the 
negative alligator clip to an unpainted bolt (there are several nearby) and the positive one 
to the jump-start connection.  It should look something like this: 
 



 
 
Now you’re passing that 9V to the car’s systems. 
 
Heading back to the battery, use a 10mm wrench (socket if you prefer, spanner if you’re 
across the pond) and remove the negative battery connection.  Then use the same tool to 
remove the positive battery connection, carefully placing it in some manner of insulating 
bag (I used a Ziploc freezer bag) to ensure it doesn’t hit metal, which will among other 
things wipe out your settings. ☺ 
 
Then carefully slide the battery back and use the handles to even more carefully remove 
it from the car. 
 
Install the new battery, placing it gently into position and then sliding it forward.  Being 
careful not to touch it to metal as you remove it from the insulating bag, reconnect the 
Positive battery cable first and place the insulating cap down over it.  Then reconnect 
the negative battery cable.  Remember how tight they were when you loosened them and 
be sure not to over-tighten them now. 
 
Once the electrical connections to the battery are secure, you can return to the front and 
remove the 9V connections (positive first) and then secure the cover back on the jump-
start connection.  Close the hood (bonnet). 
 



Now reconnect the vent hose if you’re installing an OEM battery.  If you are installing an 
aftermarket battery, your adapter kit will look something like this: 
 

 
 

With the hose at a downward slant (perhaps 30 degrees), press the large end onto the 
battery vent.  Then connect the smaller adapter end to the existing vent hose.  If it’s too 
long, cut the adapter hose, not the original one; you’d want to have it if you ever went 
back to an OEM battery. 
 



This is how the new aftermarket battery looks in place, with the electrical connections 
complete and the vent hose kit installed (note that the hold-down clamp has yet to be 
reinstalled in this shot).   
 

 

Yes, that’s rust/corrosion around 
the vent hole to the outside.  A little 
naval jelly to clean it up, then some 
primer, but that’s for another day.

 
Reinstall the hold-down clamp, lay the insulating mat in place and reinstall the rear seat 
bottom.  Be sure to properly line up the seat belt ends as you do so. 
 
Hey, you’re all finished!  Start up your car, being excited that you’re not looking at a 
radio seeking codes, flashing triangles and error messages from the dash, and drive off 
happy. 
 
All in all it took almost as much time to make the little 9V setup and steal the battery 
from the smoke detector (and then return it!) as it would have to reset everything.  But 
I’ve never liked having to do that anyway, so this was a fun work-around. 
 
Take care and enjoy the ride, 
Greg 


